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WORLD RECORDS TUMBLE AT "THE SCAR"
A true account of the events which occured at "The Scar" on the chilly night of 01JUN15
It was the coldest night of the year, and yet a large crowd of dedicated hashing dickheads still
gathered for their weekly dose of exercise, mirth and dodgey food.
WEATHERMAN, the hare, was thanked by HORSE for setting such an average walk in which half the
pack went missing in action in Karabar and palings were
pulled off of perfectly servicable fences in antication of a chilly circle. The more sensible hashers (is
there such a thing??) only pulled the palings from fences with
NO DOGS behind them. The walk was deemed to be all uphill, and the drinkstop was deemed to be
to far from the bucket. 2/10
QUEEN LATRINE added to the tail of misery by pointing out that the run was short, flat and shitty. It
was ALL uphill, only had one hash halt, was overrun with four
leafed clovers and public toilets. 2/10
A NEW WORLD RECORD was created when the hash sang SEVEN verses to the hare song.
(Eurovision next year???)
Visitors, virgins and returnees: GOPHER, HORSE, GREASE NIPPLE, FISH FINGER, QL and
DUNNYGONE
SCARLET was charged for calling the GM a FUCKWIT. HIDDEN FLAGON was charged for being
unknowing....????, He then forced POP TART to take posession
of an umbrella which didnt belong to her!!! creepy. GERBILS was outted for doing the trail in a car
POOSHOOTER was called out for pretending to be sick so he could abuse the local hospitals WIFI to
run his business
Horse was charged for looking like BABBLING BROOK. The hare was charged for taking trail PAST a
pub????
QUEEN LATRINE (real name - Fatima Hussein) alledgedly rowed rather than hashed.
At this point the hash was brought to a halt by GREASE NIPPLE wanting to know the recipe for Gin
and Tonic. I havent laughed so much since i heard that the
GM played cricket for Scotland.
SIR LANCE A SLUT (who has a horn fixation) attempted to charge KNUCKLE SHUFFLE or GREASE
NIPPLE with a horn charge but it backfired on him.
It was pointed out that HORSE and BETTY BOOP, combined, were wearing a pantomime
penguin costume. (Hash is diverse isnt it??)
POPTART and SUEELLEN were accused of being Lesbians
AND THEN......The Muslims took over, QL was exposed as a dirty Muzzo (wearing her dirty camo
knickers on her head). The TUN became Hallal. We all got
down on our knees and faced west......The direction of the fire bucket. And the GM started chanting
the name of the great hash symbol.... "gerbils, gerbils, gerbils".
As it turned out, GERBILS was then awarded the big prick, QL got the COTW for have a happy
ending at a thai massage parlour.
WEATHERMAN celebrated 250 "seen to leaves"
For information: BETTY BOOP was taken to Belco hospital emergency at 3AM tuesday morning after
Weathermans run complaining of chest pains. - TRUE
MCTAF immediately suspected a heart attack - TRUE. The staff at Belco hosp spent 7 hours doing
tests / scans / xrays etc - TRUE.
The tests discounted angina, embolisms, blood clots etc. - TRUE. Finally surgeons had to "GO IN"
and remove the fully intact slice of weathermans lasagne. - TRUE ISH
BETTY BOOP is still in rehab.
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